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VACUUM ENGINEERING AT A PHOTON COLLIDER?E.A. KuraevJoint Institute for Nulear Researh, 141 980 Dubna, Russiaand Z.K. SilagadzeBudker Institute of Nulear Physis, 630 090 Novosibirsk, Russia(Reeived February 10, 2003)The aim of this paper is twofold: to provide a rather detailed and self-ontained introdution into the physis of the Disoriented Chiral Conden-sate (DCC) for the photon (and linear) ollider ommunity, and to indiatethat suh physis an be searhed and studied at photon olliders. Someside traks are also oasionally followed during the exposition, if they leadto interesting vistas. For gourmets, the Baked Alaska reipe is given in theappendix.PACS numbers: 12.39.Fe, 12.38.Mh1. IntrodutionThe twentieth entury witnessed tremendous progress in our understand-ing of the fundamental building bloks of matter and their interations. Notthe least role in this suess was played by ontinuous advane in aeleratortehnologies. At the beginning of the new entury, aelerator-based exper-iments are expeted to preserve their leading role in the �eld of high-energyphysis [1℄.Over the seven deades sine Lowrene's �rst ylotron one has observeda nearly exponential growth in e�etive energies of the aelerators by theinrement fator of about 25 per deade (the Levingston law [2℄. By thee�etive energy one means the laboratory energy of partiles olliding witha proton at rest to reah the same enter of mass energy). At that the ostper unit e�etive energy has dereased by about four orders of magnitudes.This is indeed a remarkable trend and it was fed by a suession of new ideasand tehnologies [2℄: the priniple of phase stability, strong fousing, highimpedane mirowave devies, superonduting tehnologies, storage ringsand beam ooling. (4019)



4020 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. SilagadzeHowever the aelerators were beoming ever bigger and more expensiveon the whole. We have already entered �the dinosaur era� with monstrousmahines and the Levingston tendeny is slowing its pae. The problemwith the irular e+e� olliders is that the synhrotron radiation severelylimits maximal attainable energy. It is believed that this tehnology hasreahed its limits at LEP and no other bigger projet of this type will beever realized. Instead the linear e+e� olliders are onsidered as a viablealternative. Extension of the existing linear aelerator tehnology towardshigher aelerating gradients and smaller emittane beams is expeted tomake real a design of the TeV sale linear olliders. Further progress withthe onventional tehniques is problemati unless some radially new ideaappears. In fat the high gradient e�ient aeleration is a tough thing.In a free eletromagneti wave the E �eld is at right angle to the partilemomentum and no e�ient aeleration an be ahieved. For e�ient ael-eration one has to have matter very near or within the beams. Then energyonsiderations ombined with the survivability of the aelerating struturelimits the attainable aeleration gradient [1, 2℄.The proton irular olliders still have some reserve left beause, owing tothe heaviness of the proton, the synhrotron radiation onstraint is expetedonly at very high energies. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) with 7 TeVproton beams is under onstrution now. LHC is a very important high-energy physis projet and we believe that its results will determine thefuture shape of the �eld. An analogous ollider with the enter of massenergy about 100 TeV seems also feasible and maybe the Very Large HadronCollider (VLHC) will be the last monstrous dinosaur of this type.Other possibilities inlude the muon olliders �rst suggested by Budkermany years ago [3℄. Muons, being about 207 times heavier than eletrons,experiene muh less radiative energy losses, whih are inversely proportionalto the forth power of the partile mass. It seems that the e�ient multi-TeV muon olliders an be onstruted despite the fat that the muon is anunstable partile [3℄.But why all the fuss? Are these future very omplex and ostly a-elerators really neessary? The past researh led to the triumph of theStandard Model. At that the revolutionary 70's were followed by deadesof the more or less routine veri�ation of the Standard Model wisdom �the situation eloquently expressed by Bjorken some time ago [1℄: �a theoristworking within the Standard Model feels like an engineer, and one work-ing beyond it feels like a rakpot�. Sine then �rakpots� have developed astring theory as the main hallenge to the standard paradigm [4℄. This �The-ory of Everything� is full of deep and beautiful mathematial onstruts andis generally onsidered as the most promising road towards understandingfundamental physis. The only trouble with it is that it will be extremely



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4021di�ult to hek experimentally the preditions of this theory, beause themost diret preditions refer to the nature of spae�time at the Plank sale,� 1019 GeV, and no experimental method seems to be ever able to aesssuh energies in a foreseeable future. So the string theorists are doomed tofae the fatal question �an there be physis without experiments?� [5℄ fora long time. Therefore, on the one hand, we have a lear experimental andtheoretial suess up to the eletroweak sale, � 100 GeV, where the Stan-dard Model reigns, and, on the other hand one has a very ambitious theorywithout any lues how to hek it experimentally. But what lies in between,worth of billions of dollars to spend in future aelerators and detetors, toinvestigate?Despite its splendid suess, nobody doubts that the Standard Modelwill break down sooner or later. There are several reasons why the StandardModel annot be the �nal theory and why some new physis beyond theStandard Model is expeted [6℄:� SU(3)�SU(2)�U(1) symmetry group de�nes separate gauge theorieswith three di�erent oupling onstants. The oneptual similarity ofthese theories is begging for uni�ation.� The family problem � why are there three quark�lepton families?� The origin of the quark and lepton masses and mixing angles, as wellas of the CP violation.� Solid experimental evidene of the neutrino osillations require non-vanishing neutrino masses and therefore some extension of the Stan-dard Model. However, very minimal extension might be su�ient toaommodate neutrino masses.� The strong CP problem � why is the allowed CP violating �-term inthe QCD Lagrangian very small or absent?� The hierarhy problem � why is the eletroweak sale so di�erentfrom the Plank sale?� The osmologial onstant problem � why gravity almost does notfeel the presene of various symmetry-breaking ondensates?But how far is this expeted new physis? The logial struture of theStandard Model itself hints that quite interesting and ruial things anhappen in the realm of the next generation of the future olliders. One ofthe main guiding priniples of the Standard Model, whih plays a key role inthe theory, is gauge symmetry. The historial roots of the gauge invarianeare reviewed by Jakson and Okun [7℄ and the review embraes about two



4022 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. Silagadzeenturies. In fat one an go even further through history, another twentyenturies or so up to the times of the anient Greee, and �nd the roots inthe most widely known theorem from Eulid's �Elements of Geometry�: Thesum of the interior angles of a triangle equals 180 degree. Eulid deduesthis theorem from the so-alled parallel axiom. All e�orts to avoid thissophistiated axiom failed and �nally led to the disovery of non-Eulideangeometry. But we do not follow this trak. Instead, we start to generalizeEulid's 180 degree theorem step by step [8℄. The �rst step involves theonept of exterior angle: the interior angle � and the orresponding exteriorangle � are related by �+� = �. Then the theorem immediately generalizesfrom triangles to arbitrary polygons: The sum of the exterior angles of apolygon equals 2�.Let us now onsider a triangle whose edges are not straight lines butsome plane smooth urves. When the unit tangent vetor is transportedby a length �l along the smooth urve, it turns through an angle ��. Thelimit of the ratio ��=�l, when �l! 0, de�nes the geodesi urvature of theurve. Therefore, for suh a urved triangle the 180 degree theorem takesthe form X ext: angles + Z geod: urv: = 2� ;where the integral is along the triangle edges. This follows from the fatthat any urved triangle an be approximated by a polygon and then thetotal turning of the tangent along the edges (the integral geodesi urvatureof the edges) is given by the sum of the orresponding exterior angles.One an de�ne the geodesi urvature by using normals instead of tan-gents, beause the normal rotates exatly as the tangent does when a pointmoves along the urve. The advantage of using normals is that one an gen-eralize the onept of urvature to surfaes whih have no unique tangentdiretion but the diretion of the normal is still well de�ned. The orre-sponding generalization is alled the Gaussian urvature [8℄ and the 180degree theorem for a general triangle on a urved surfae looks likeX ext: angles + Z geod: urv:+ ZZ Gaussian urv: = 2� : (1)Finally, let D be a domain on the surfae whose boundary �D is formedby one or more setionally-smooth urves. We an triangulate D with tri-angles whih have geodesi inside (not belonging to �D) edges. For eahtriangle we will have (1). If we add these equations up and rearrange theangles leverly we get the Gauss�Bonnet formula [8℄X ext: angles + Z�D geod: urv:+ ZZD Gaussian urv: = 2� �(D) ; (2)



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4023where �(D) = v � e + f , v being the number of verties, e � the numberof edges, and f � the number of triangles in the triangulation; �(D) is thetopologial invariant of D alled its Euler harateristi.The Gauss�Bonnet formula (2) is indeed a long way from the 180 degreetheorem, but the potential for generalization is still not exhausted. Theideas of Gauss about the urvature and the geometry on the surfae wasfurther generalized by B. Riemann. It was soon realized that most proper-ties of the Riemannian geometry follows from its Levi�Civita parallelism, anin�nitesimal parallel transport of the tangent vetors. The important on-ept of the Levi�Civita onnetion emerged. All these is the mathematialbasis of Einstein's general relativity. Further generalization of the oneptsof Levi�Civita onnetion and urvature to more general, than Riemannian,manifolds lead to the notion of �ber bundles � the mathematial basis ofthe gauge �eld theories [9℄. Even magneti monopoles are related to thegeneralized Gauss�Bonnet theorem [10℄.Therefore, both general relativity and gauge theory an be onsidered asstunning generalizations of the 180 degree theorem of the Eulidean geome-try! However, returning to the Standard Model, this is not the whole story.Gauge symmetry is important, very important, in the Standard Model. Butthe real shape of the world is determined by its spontaneous violation. Thena big question is why and how the SU(2)�U(1) gauge symmetry of the Stan-dard Model is broken. So far the phenomenologially adequate answer to thisquestion is given by the introdution of the SU(2)-doublet of salar �elds,the Higgs doublet, whose ouplings and vauum expetation value determinefermion masses and mixings. However there are too many free parameters,not �xed by the theory, indiating that in fat we do not understand whatis going on. That is why the disovery of the Higgs boson and investigationof its properties are onsidered as having the paramount importane.At this point photon olliders enter the game, beause in the  ollisionsthe Higgs boson will be produed as a single resonane. The idea of photonolliders was proposed many years ago in Novosibirsk [11, 12℄. You have tohave a linear e+e� ollider and a powerful laser (several Joules per �ash) torealize this idea. High-energy photons are produed by Compton baksat-tering of the laser light on the high-energy eletrons near the interationpoint. After the sattering, the photons will have almost the same energyas the initial eletrons and small additional angular spread of the order ofinverse -fator of the initial eletron. This additional angular spread doesnot e�et muh the resulting  (or e) luminosity if the onversion point islose enough to the interation point. The  luminosity an be made evenlarger than the e+e� luminosity at the same ollider by using the initialeletron beams with smaller emittanes than allowed in the e+e�-mode bybeam ollision e�ets.



4024 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. SilagadzeThe detailed development of the photon ollider idea [13�15℄ showed thattheir onstrution is a quite realisti task and requires a small additional(� 10%) investment ompared to the linear ollider prie. The solid statelaser tehnologies with required pulse power and duration already exist. Afree eletron laser with variable wave length is also an attrative alternative[16℄.The expeted physis at high-energy photon olliders is really exitingand very rih. It inludes [15, 17, 18℄:� Higgs boson physis, both Standard Model and supersymmetri. Es-peially one should mention the unique opportunity to measure itstwo photon width, as well as the possibility to explore CP proper-ties of the neutral Higgs boson by ontrolling the polarizations of thebak-sattered photons.� Searh for supersymmetry. In partiular, harged sfermions, harginosand harged Higgs bosons will be produed at larger rates in  ol-lisions than in e+e� ollisions. The e option will enable potentialdisovery of seletrons and neutralinos. The photon ollider will alsobe an ideal plae to disover and study stoponium bound states.� Exploration of the gauge bosons nonlinear interations.� Top quark physis.� QCD-probes in a new unexplored regime.� Investigation of the photon struture � its hadroni quantum �u-tuations annot be ompletely determined from the �rst priniplesbeause the large distane e�ets ontribute signi�antly. Thereforevarious phenomenologial models need experimental input for re�ne-ments.� Searh for the low-sale quantum gravity, spae�time nonommutativ-ity [19℄ and extra dimensions.The last item is exoti enough but one should not forget that [20℄ �Every timewe introdue a new tool, it always leads to new and unexpeted disoveries,beause Nature's imagination is riher than ours�.In this paper we would like to indiate that the physial program ofthe photon ollider an further be enrihed if it is onsidered as a tool toperturb the QCD vauum. An interesting phenomenon of the DisorientedChiral Condensate formation was disussed earlier in the ontext of hadron�hadron and heavy ion ollisions. We believe that photon olliders are alsoeligible devies to perform suh kind of researh.



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4025The paper is organized as follows. We begin with the disussion of thelinear sigma model, whih is used as a QCD substitute in the majority ofDCC studies. The idea of the Disoriented Chiral Condensate is explainedand investigated in the third setion. The fourth setion onsiders the possi-bility of the DCC prodution at photon olliders. The Baked Alaska senariois examined in some details. Quantum state of DCC is explored in the nextsetion. It is mentioned that at photon olliders a diret prodution of thisstate might be possible. In the last setion we provide some onluding re-marks. The referenes on the subjet are very numerous and we list onlya few of them. We hope that an interested reader an �nd independentlyother important ontributions whih missed our attention.2. Linear sigma modelThe Lagrangian of quantum hromodynamis (QCD) looks �deeptivelysimple� [21℄. Indeed, it enodes the desription of a surprisingly wide rangeof natural phenomena, from nulear physis to osmology, and neverthelessis given by the very ompat expressionLQCD = �q(iD̂ �m)q � 12SpG��G�� ; (3)where D̂ = �̂ + igÂ; G�� = ��A� � ��A� � g[A�; A� ℄; A� = Aa��a2and �a; a = 1; : : : ; 8 are SU(3) Gell-Mann matries. The theory (QCD)whih is de�ned by this Lagrangian �embodies deep and beautiful priniples�and is one of �our most perfet physial theories� [22℄. However, if youare interested in applying this �most perfet physial theory� to understandthe low-energy experimental data, you will not be partiularly happy bydisovering at least three reasons [21℄ for your grievane:� The Lagrangian (3) desribes quark and gluon degrees of freedom,while �orret� degrees of freedom for low energy phenomena are theirbound states � various olorless hadrons.� Unlike quantum eletrodynamis, gluons have self-interations whihrender QCD in a nonlinear theory with the orresponding inrease inthe omputational omplexity.� At low energies the e�etive oupling onstant is large and usual per-turbative methods are not appliable.



4026 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. SilagadzeHowever, things are not so bad as they look. It turns out that many impor-tant features of the low-energy dynamis are governed by symmetries of theQCD Lagrangian and their breaking patterns. For light quark �avors theQCD Lagrangian possesses (approximate) UR(3) � UL(3) hiral symmetry.The orresponding transformations areqR ! ei�02 �0RqR; qL ! ei�02 �0LqL;qR ! ei�a2 �aRqR; qL ! ei�a2 �aLqL; (4)where �0 = q23 . Fates of these symmetries are di�erent. The �rst lineorresponds to the UV (1)�UA(1) transformations with �V;A = 12 ��0L � �0R�.The singlet vetor urrent, generated by UV (1) transformations, remainsonserved in the low-energy limit and the orresponding onserved hargeis identi�ed with the baryon number. On the ontrary, UA(1) symme-try is broken due to quantum anomaly. As a result, �0 meson beomesmuh heavier ompared to other pseudosalars. Non-Abelian symmetriesSUR(3) � SUL(3), as well as UA(1), are further broken spontaneously dueto a nonvanishing expetation value of the quark�antiquark ondensate:h�qRqLi 6= 0. Eight pseudosalar mesons (�;K; �) are Goldstone bosons asso-iated with this symmetry breaking pattern SUR(3)�SUL(3)! SUV (3). Infat these Goldstone bosons aquire small masses beause quark mass termsin the QCD Lagrangian break expliitly the UR(3)�UL(3) hiral symmetry.Having in mind this piture of QCD symmetries and their breaking, onean try to model it by some e�etive low-energy theory for mesons, whih areexitations on the quark�antiquark ondensate ground state [23, 24℄. Onehas two kinds of exitations, salar and pseudosalar mesons, beause�qRqL � �qq + �q5q :Therefore, for three light quark �avors, one needs a omplex 3 � 3 matrix�eld �ab � �qRbqLa to parametrize the salar (S) and pseudosalar (P ) mesonnonets: � = S + iP � �a2 (�a + i�a) + �02 (�0 + i�0) : (5)The imaginary unit is introdued to make the pseudosalar matrix P Her-mitian: iP orresponds to �q5q, but (�q5q)+ = ��q5q.The e�etive Lagrangian for the �eld � should have the form [25℄L = Sp (���+���)� V (�;�+) + LSB; (6)where LSB desribes symmetry breaking e�ets and V (�;�+) stands forself-interations of the meson �eld. If we want the theory to be renormaliz-able (although for e�etive theories this requirement is not obvious), quarti



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4027ouplings are at most allowed in V (�;�+). The hiral transformations (4)read in terms of the � �eldUV (1) : � ! ei�02 �0V �e�i�02 �0V = �;UA(1) : � ! ei�02 �0A�ei�02 �0A = ei�0 �0A�;SUV (3) : � ! ei�a2 �aV �e�i�a2 �aV ;SUA(3) : � ! ei�a2 �aA�ei�a2 �aA : (7)Therefore, Sp (�+�) and Sp (�+�)2 are invariant under these transforma-tions and the most general form of V (�;�+) isV (�;�+) = m2Sp (�+�) + �Sp (�+�)2 + �0 �Sp (�+�)�2 : (8)The symmetry breaking part of the e�etive Lagrangian has the formLSB = SpH(� + �+) +  �Det(�) + Det(�+)� : (9)Here the �rst term desribes expliit symmetry breaking due to nonzeroquark masses. The matrix H represents the onstant nine-omponent ex-ternal �eld: H = �a2 ha + �02 h0. In pratie isospin symmetry and PCACare good approximations beause u and d quark masses are very small. Topreserve these symmetries, the most general possibility is to have only twononzero onstants h0 and h8 [26℄. h0 gives a ommon shift to pseudosalar(and salar) masses, while h8 breaks the SUV (3) unitary symmetry downto isospin SUV (2) and generates the mass di�erenes between �, K and�, as well as between their parity partners (the phenomenologial situa-tion in the salar nonet is not ompletely lear yet [25℄). The determinantterm is invariant under SUV (3)�SUA(3) transformations from (7), beauseDet(AB) = Det(A)Det(B) and Det(ei�a2 �a) = 1. However it violates UA(1)symmetry down to ZA(3), beause Det(ei�0�0A) = 1 only then �0�0A = 2�3 n; nbeing an integer. This expliit breaking of UA(1) removes the mass degener-ay between �0 and � [27,28℄ and, therefore, is very important for desribingthe pseudosalar nonet. Another interesting property of the determinantterm is that it gives equal and opposite sign ontributions to the massesof the orresponding salars and pseudosalars [28℄. Therefore, the largesplitting between salars and pseudosalars is expeted solely from the fatthat �0 is muh heavier than � [28℄. This is exatly the situation observedin experiment. Physis behind the determinant term is related to the UA(1)quantum anomaly, mentioned above, aused by nonperturbative e�ets inthe QCD vauum due to instantons [29℄. Note that the i [Det(�)�Det(�+)℄term is not allowed as it violates P and CP [30℄. Indeed, under harge on-jugation � ! �T , whih does not hange the determinant. While underparity � ! �+ and Det(�)�Det(�+) hanges the sign.



4028 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. SilagadzeThe linear sigma model, as de�ned by (6), (8) and (9), has six free param-eters to be �xed from experiment: m2; �; �0; ; h0 and h8. Five parametersan be �xed by using experimental information from the pseudosalar se-tor alone, for example [25, 31℄, pion and kaon masses, the average squaredmass of the � and �0 mesons 0:5 (m2� + m2�0), and two deay onstants f�and fK. To �x the �0 oupling onstant, whih violates the OZI rule [32℄,some experimental information from the salar setor is required, for exam-ple [25℄, the sigma meson mass. The other salar masses, the salar andpseudosalar mixing angles, and the di�erene m2�0 �m2� are then preditedquite reasonably [25, 31, 32℄.To summarize, the linear sigma model is an attrative e�etive theoryandidate for desription of the low energy QCD dynamis. Phenomenolog-ially, it is quite suessful and explains various puzzles onerning salarand pseudosalar mesons [32℄:� why the pion and kaon are light� why the �0 is so heavy� why the salar mesons are muh heavier than pseudosalars� why the sigma meson is so light ompared to other salars� the pseudosalar and salar mixing angles� the aidental degeneray of the a0(980) and f0(980) mesons� the strong oupling of f0(980) to K �K� two photon widths of a0(980) and f0(980) mesonsIn the next setions we will be interested in some qualitative features ofthe dynamis desribed by the linear sigma model. At that we will make fur-ther simpli�ation by negleting the e�ets of the strange quark. In the two�avor ase, one an assume that the �eld � in the Lagrangian is the 2�2 om-plex matrix. However, SU(2) has a unique property among SU(N) groups,its fundamental representation being equivalent to its omplex onjugate.Owing to this property, two linear ombinations �+ �2���2 and �� �2���2both transform irreduibly under the SUR(2) � SUL(2) group [24℄. Eahof them has only two independent omplex matrix elements. Therefore, itis possible to onstrut two �avor linear sigma models by using only fourlightest mass eigenstates ��; �0 and �. Hene we take� = 12� + i2 ~� � ~�;



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4029�i being the Pauli matries. Then�+� = 14 ��2 + ~� 2� ; Sp (�+�)2 = 12 �Sp (�+�)�2 = 18 ��2 + ~� 2�2and, therefore, the Lagrangian takes the form (up to the irrelevant onstantterm) L = 12 ��� ��� + 12 ��~� � ��~� � �s4 ��2 + ~� 2 � v2�2 +H�; (10)here �s = �0 + 12 �; v2 = �m2�s ; H = h0 :This is the lassi linear sigma model of Gell-Mann and Levy [33℄. Its freeparameters �s; v and H (the strength of the symmetry preserving term, theloation of its minimum and the strength of the symmetry-breaking term)an be �xed by using pion and sigma masses and PCAC as follows [34℄. Inthe hiral limit (then H = 0) the linear sigma model potentialVS = �s4 ��2 + ~� 2 � v2�2has a famous �Mexian hat� shape. Therefore, the hiral symmetry is spon-taneously broken beause the sigma �eld develops a nonzero vauum expe-tation value h�i = v (the pion �eld, being pseudosalar, annot aquire anonzero vauum expetation value without violating parity). The symmetrybreaking term VSB = �H� tilts the Mexian hat and now h�i = �0 6= v.Shifting the sigma �eld by its vauum expetation value, � = �0 + �0, andisolating quadrati terms m2�2 �0 2 and m2�2 ~� 2 in the potential VS + VSB, weget meson massesm2� = �s(�20 � v2) ; m2� = �s(3�20 � v2) : (11)The vauum expetation value �0 is determined from the ondition�V (�; ~�)�� ����~�=0 = 0;whih gives H = �s�0(�20 � v2) = �0m2�: (12)Besides (11) and (12), we need one more relation to determine four quantities�s; v; H and �0. This relation is given by PCAC:�� ~J5� = f�m2� ~�: (13)



4030 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. SilagadzeIndeed, the axial-vetor urrent ~J5� is nothing but the Noether urrent as-soiated with the SUA(2) transformations� ! ei �i2 �i � ei �i2 �i : (14)In terms of the � and ~� �elds, the in�nitesimal form of Eq. (14) readsÆ� = ��i�i ; Æ�i = ��i : (15)The divergene of ~J5� is given by the Gell-Mann�Levy equation [27℄��J i5�(x) = � �(ÆL)��i(x) ;where ÆL is the variation of the Lagrangian under (15) with spae�timedependent parameters �i(x), whih equalsÆL = ����i ���i � �i��� ���i �H�i�i :Therefore, ��J i5�(x) = � �(ÆL)��i(x) = H�iand omparing with PCAC Eq. (13) we getH = f�m2� : (16)Now from (11), (12) and (16) it is easy to get�0 = f� ; �s = m2� �m2�2f2� ; v2 = m2� � 3m2�m2� �m2� f2� ; H = f�m2� : (17)The preise values of these parameters are largely immaterial having in mindidealized nature of the model. In any ase, they an be estimated from (17)if needed. For example, for m� = 600 MeV one gets: �s � 20; v � 90 MeVand H � (120 MeV)3.3. Disoriented hiral ondensateThe linear sigma model potential in the limit H ! 0 has a degener-ate minimum at �2 + ~�2 = v2 (in this limit m� = 0 and v = f�). Thevauum state, we believe our world is based on, points in the �-diretion,h�i = f�; h~�i = 0, and, therefore, spontaneously violates the hiral symme-try. The natural question is whether one an hange the vauum state bysome perturbation. The following analogy is helpful here: SU(2)� SU(2) is



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4031loally isomorphi to O(4); therefore, the order parameter h�i of the linearsigma model an be onsidered as some analog of spontaneous magnetizationof the O(4) Heisenberg ferromagneti. Then, hanging the vauum state inthe relativisti �eld theory, whih assumes an in�nite system, is analogousto rotating all spins in the in�nite magnet simultaneously and is learly im-possible. Our universe, although not in�nite, is quite large and hene at �rstsight we have no means to alter its vauum state: only one QCD vauumstate is realized in our world, all other hirally equivalent vauum statesbeing unreahable and thus unphysial. However experiene with real mag-nets suggests that this simple argument (as well as virtually all other no�gotheorems) may point not so muh to the real impossibility but to the needof more elaborate imagination. In the ase of ferromagnet it is relativelysimple to hange the magnetization in some large enough volume. All whatis needed is to apply an external magneti �eld. Even suh a omparativelyweak �eld as Earth's magneti �eld an do the job. We are tempting here toindiate one interesting appliation of this e�et [35℄. Above the Curie tem-perature the rotational invariane is restored in the ferromagnet and thereis no spontaneous magnetization � all reord of the previous magnetiza-tion is lost. As lava from a volano ools below the Curie temperature theEarth's magneti �eld aligns the magnetization of the ferromagneti grains.By studying suh solidi�ed lavas (basalt roks), geophysiists have reon-struted a history of the Earth's magneti �eld with a striking result thatthe Earth's magneti �eld has �ip-�opped many times, one in every halfmillion years, on the average. But this is not the most interesting part of thestory. Investigation of the oean �oor magnetization revealed a surprisingstrip struture. Suessive strips of normally and reversely magnetized roklied symmetrially on both sides of the volani mid-Atlanti ridge. Theexplanation of this enigma omes from plate tetonis. On eah side of theridge the tetoni plates are pulled away, one of it towards Europa and theother towards Ameria. Lava, emerges from the middle, solidi�es, stiksto the plates and is also pulled away with the magneti �eld orientationreorded in it. So the oeani �oor seems to be a giganti tape reorderfor reversals of the Earth's magneti �eld! This disovery was ruial inreognition of Alfred Wegener's theory of ontinental drift � the idea whihinitially was met with enormous resistane from geophysiists.Long ago Lee and Wik argued [36℄ that an analogous domain formationphenomenon is also possible in the ase of quantum �eld theory with degen-erate vauum and in priniple there should exist a possibility of �ipping theordinary vauum in a limited domain of spae to an abnormal one. �Theexperimental method to alter the properties of the vauum may be alledvauum engineering� [37℄. It seems that a new generation of the very highenergy heavy ion and hadron olliders may provide a pratial tool for suh



4032 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. Silagadzevauum engineering. The sienti� signi�ane of this possibility an hardlybe overestimated, beause �if indeed we are able to alter the vauum, thenwe may enounter some new phenomena, totally unexpeted� [37℄.Disoriented hiral ondensate formation is one of the new phenomenawhih may happen in very high energy ollisions [38,39℄. In suh a ollisionthere is some probability that a high multipliity �nal state will be pro-dued with high entropy. Collision debris form a hot shell expanding in alldiretions nearly at the veloity of light. This shell e�etively shields theinner region up to hadronization time and then it breaks up into individualhadrons. The hadronization time an be quite large [40℄ and during all thistime the inner region has no idea about the hiral orientation of the normal,outside vauum. Therefore, if the inner vauum is perturbed enough in �rstinstants of the ollision to forget its orientation, then almost ertainly it willrelax bak in the ground state other than the �-diretion. Of ourse, theexpliit symmetry breaking (� H) term lifts the vauum degeneray. How-ever, the orresponding tilting of the �Mexian hat� is small and will note�et the initial stage evolution signi�antly [41℄. Therefore, it is not un-likely that some high energy ollisions an lead to the formation of relativelylarge spae domains where the hiral ondensate is temporarily disoriented.At later times suh Disoriented Chiral Condensate will relax bak to thenormal vauum by emitting oherent burst of pion radiation.But how an the initial vauum be exited? A short time after theollision of the order of 0.3�0.8 fm/ the energy density in the interior of theollision region drops enough to make meaningful the introdution of � and� olletive modes [42℄. After this time the lassial dynamis of the systemis reasonably well desribed by the linear sigma model. However, initiallythe � and � �elds are surrounded by a thermal bath. So we need the sigmamodel at �nite temperature. To reveal a simple physial piture behind thephenomenon, we will use the following simpli�ed approah [43, 44℄. Let usdeompose �elds into the slowly varying lassial part (the ondensate) andhigh frequeny thermal �utuations�(x) = �l(x) + Æ�(x) :By de�nition the thermal average h�ith = �l and hÆ�ith = 0. Therefore thethermal averaged symmetri potential, whih determines evolution of �l atinitial times, until the e�ets of the expliit symmetry breaking term beomesigni�ant, has the form (we have suppressed isospin indies for a moment)hVSith = �s4 ��2l + h(Æ�)2ith � v2�2 :To alulate h(Æ�)2ith, let us deompose Æ�(x) into the annihilation and



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4033reation operatorsÆ�(x) = Z d~k(2�)3=2 1p2!k �a(~k)e�ik�x + a+(~k)eik�x� ; (18)with !k =p~k2 +m2 and (our normalization orresponds to (2�)�3 partilesper unit volume) [a(~k); a+(~k 0)℄ = Æ(~k � ~k 0) :At the thermal equilibrium the thermal bath is homogeneous over the (large)spatial volume V . Therefore,the thermal �utuations are the same at everypoint inside V and h(Æ�)2ith an be replaed by its spatial averageh(Æ�)2ith ! 1V Z d~xh(Æ�)2ith :Substituting here (18) we geth(Æ�)2ith ! 1V Z d~k2!k ha(~k)a+(~k) + a+(~k)a(~k)ith: (19)We assumed that the hemial potential of the �eld � is small, so that theprobability of �nding its two quanta simultaneously in a unit volume isnegligible, and heneha(~k)a(�~k)ith � 0 ; ha+(~k)a+(�~k)ith � 0 :However, haa+ + a+aith = 2ha+aith + [a; a+℄and the seond term gives a temperature independent onstant. Atuallythis ontribution in (19) is in�nite and should be ured by renormalization(that is subtrated). The nontrivial �nite part ish(Æ�)2ith = 1V Z d~k!k ha+(~k)a(~k)ith:However, a+(~k)a(~k) is the number density operator (in momentum spae).Hene, its thermal average is given by the Bose�Einstein distributionha+(~k)a(~k)ith = Ne!k=T � 1 ;where N = V=(2�)3 is the total number of �-partiles in the volume V .Finally, h(Æ�)2ith = Z d~k(2�)3 1!k(e!k=T � 1) : (20)



4034 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. SilagadzeIn a high temperature limit T � m, (20) is simpli�ed toh(Æ�)2ith = Z d~k(2�)3 1j~kj(ej~kj=T � 1) = T 22�2 1Z0 x dxex � 1 = T 212 : (21)Let us now restore the isotopi ontent of our theory. Eah isotopi modegives a ontribution (20) to the e�etive thermal potential. However �-meson is too heavy. Therefore, we assume !k=T � 1 for it and neglet itsontribution. There remain three pioni modes. Pions, on the ontrary, arelight and we neglet their masses. Then the thermal e�etive potential takesthe form hVSith = �s4 ��2 + ~�2 + T 24 � v2�2 : (22)The minimum energy on�guration orresponds toh�i =rv2 � T 24 :Therefore, the �-ondensate ompletely melts down at T = 2v � 180 MeV.Above this phase transition point the vauum on�guration orrespondsto h�i � 0. In fat, the �-ondensate never melts ompletely down (fortemperatures for whih the linear sigma model still makes sense), beauseof the � H term. However, near the ritial temperature this residual valueof the �-ondensate (whih minimizes V � �s4 �4 �H�) is quite smallh�i � �4H�s �1=3 � 3 MeV� f�:Temperatures of the order T an be reahed in very high energy ol-lisions. Then, in some small volume, hiral ondensate is melted and allinformation about the �orret� orientation of the hiral order parameteris lost. What happens when this volume ools down? Again an analogywith magnets is helpful. If a magnet is heated above the Curie temperatureand then slowly ooled, it loses its spontaneous magnetization. This hap-pens beause many small domains are formed with magnetization diretionhanging at random from domain to domain, so that there is no net mag-netization. Therefore, if we want to have a large DCC domain, slow oolingin thermal equilibrium is not the best hoie. Indeed, it was argued [45℄that in suh irumstanes the size of DCC domains remains small. Hope-fully, the interior of the ollision �reball is ooled very rapidly due to �reballexpansion. Rajagopal and Wilzek found [34,45℄ that in suh an out of equi-librium proess larger DCC domains an be formed. This is analogous to the



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4035quenhing tehnique in magnet prodution from a melted alloy. The phys-ial mehanism whih operates here is the following [41℄. After a quenh,the temperature suddenly drops to zero and, therefore, the dynamis willbe governed by the zero temperature Lagrangian. If the ooling proess isvery rapid, the �eld on�guration does not have time to follow the suddenhange in the environment. Therefore, immediately after the quenh �eldsdo not have vauum expetation values. Hene, the system �nds itself in astrongly out of equilibrium situation, namely near the top of the �Mexianhat�. The vauum expetation values will begin to develop while the systemis rolling down towards the valley of the symmetri potential, but this willtake some time. Meanwhile the Goldstone modes (pions) will be tahyoni:m2� = �s �h�i2 � v2� < 0; (23)if h�i is small. Therefore, the osillation frequenies !k = q~k2 +m2� willbe imaginary for long enough wavelengths and they will grow with timeexponentially. The zero mode is the one whih is ampli�ed most e�etively.As a result, a large sized orrelated region will be formed with nearly auniform �eld. When the �elds approah the bottom of the potential and h�igets lose to its zero temperature value, this mehanism eases to operate.Therefore, a natural question is how fast the rolling down takes plae andwhether the zero mode has enough time to be signi�antly ampli�ed. Toanswer this question, one should onsider the evolution of the � and ~� �elds,aording to the linear sigma model. During this evolution we have�� ~J� = 0; �� ~J5� = H~�: (24)Derivation of the seond equation (PCAC) was given earlier. At that theaxial-vetor urrent isJ i5� = �(ÆL)�(���i) = ����i � �i���:The onserved vetor urrent ~J� is the Noether urrent assoiated with theSUV (2) transformations from (7) and a similar proedure will give [27℄~J� = ~� � ��~�:To make the problem analytially tratable, we idealize the initial ondi-tions and assume that the whole ollision energy is initially loalized in thein�nitesimally thin panake to an in�nite transverse extent [46℄. Then the�elds an depend only on the longitudinal oordinate x. Besides, suh initialonditions are invariant under the longitudinal boosts. Therefore, in fat the



4036 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. Silagadze�elds an only depend on the proper time � = pt2 � x2. Then �� = x�� dd�with the (Minkowskian) 2-vetor x� = (t; x). Therefore,~J� = x�� ~� � _~�; ~J5� = x�� �~� _� � � _~�� ;where the dot denotes di�erentiation with respet to � . Using ��x� = 2, weget �� ~J� = 2� ~� � _~� + � dd�  ~� � _~�� ! = 1� dd� ��~� � _~��and �� ~J5� = 1� dd� h� �~� _� � � _~��i :Therefore, the onservation of the vetor urrent and PCAC (24) imply~� � _~� = ~a� ; ~� _� � � _~� = ~b� + H� �Z�0 � 0~�(� 0) d� 0 ; (25)with ~a and ~b as integration onstants. Initially, far from the valley of thesymmetri potential, the symmetry breaking term H~� plays an insigni�antrole and an be negleted. Then (25) shows that ~a � ~b = 0 and the triad~a; ~b; ~ = ~a�~b forms a onvenient axis for deomposition of isovetors. The�rst equation of (25) indiates that �a = 0 and, hene, (25) is equivalent tothe system �b _� � � _�b = a� ; �b _� � � _�b = b� ; � _� � � _� = 0 : (26)Beause of the last equation, the motion in the (�b; �; �)-spae is planar�� = k = onst:Then, the �rst two equations give k = ab :To simplify the disussion, we assume b� a. Then � � 0 and the motionplane oinides with the (�b; �) plane. Let us introdue the polar oordinatesin this plane �b = f sin � ; � = f os � : (27)



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4037Then, (26) gives f2 _� = � b� : (28)The equation for the radial oordinate f an be derived from the equationof motion 2~� = ��s ��2 + ~�2 � v2�~�with 2 = ���� as the d'Alembertian. In our ase, this equation is equivalentto 1� dd� �� d�bd� � = ��s �f2 � v2��b :Substituting here (27) and using (28), we get the radial equation�f + _f� = b2f3�2 � �s �f2 � v2� f : (29)At later times the di�erene g = (f�v)=v is expeted to be small. Therefore,�f2 � v2� f � 2v3gand (29) redues to �g + _g� = b2v4�2 � 2�sv2g :Introduing a new dimensionless variable s = p2�sv� (note that in theH = 0 limit m� = p2�sv), we get the inhomogeneous Bessel equations2 d2gds2 + s dgds + s2g = � bv2�2 : (30)Therefore, the solution an be expressed through the Bessel funtions J0(s)and Y0(s). Hene, for large proper times it will exhibit a damped osillatorybehavior. For example, for large s� 1,J0(s) �r 2�s os�s� �4�:Large enough ompared to what number? The inhomogeneous term in (30),whih is a reminisene of the in�uene of the angular motion on the radialmotion, is haraterized by a dimensionless number b=v2, whih we assumeto be muh greater than one. Therefore, the asymptoti value of s an beestimated to be s � b=v2, whih translates into the proper time



4038 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. Silagadze�R � bp2�sv3 : (31)This gives us an estimate of the rolling-down time.Let us now onsider the proess of formation and growth of orrelateddomains in a salar quantum �eld theory after a quenh from an equilibriumdisordered initial state at the temperature Ti = T to a �nal state at Tf � 0[47℄. For unstable modes the instantaneous quenh will be mimiked by atime dependent mass m2(t) = m2i �(�t)�m2f �(t);whih is tahyoni at t > 0. In the deomposition�(~x; t) = Z d~k(2�)3=2 1p2!k �a(~k)uk(t)ei~k�~x + a+(~k)u�k(t)e�i~k�~x� ; (32)the orresponding mode funtions uk(t) obey� d2dt2 + ~k2 +m2(t)� uk(t) = 0and initially (for t < 0) we have uk(t) = e�i!kt; !k =qm2i + ~k2. For t > 0the solution is uk(t) = Ake�kt +Bke��kt ; (33)with �k = qm2f � ~k2 (we will onentrate on unstable modes so that~k2 < m2f ). Mathing the t > 0 and t < 0 solutions and their �rst derivativesat t = 0, we an determine the Ak and Bk oe�ientsAk = 12 �1� i !k�k� ; Bk = 12 �1 + i !k�k� : (34)The information about the domain size is enoded in the equal timeorrelation funtion (spatially averaged over the volume V )G(~x; t) = 1V Z d~yh�(~x+ ~y; t)�(~y; t)ith: (35)Indeed, if x is not greater than the domain size LD, then �(~x+~y; t)�(~y; t) ��2(~y; t) and the integral (35) should be near its maximal value G(~0; t). On



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4039the ontrary, if x� LD, then the integral (35) averages to zero. Substituting(32) into (35) and remembering that for our approximationshaaith � 0; ha+a+ith � 0;we getG(~x; t) = 1V Z d~k2!k juk(t)j2 hha(~k)a+(~k)ithei~k�~x + ha+(~k)a(~k)ithe�i~k�~xi= 1V Z d~k2!k juk(t)j2 hha(~k)a+(~k)ith + ha(�~k)a+(�~k)ith + Æ(~0)i ei~k�~x :(36)To understand the meaning of Æ(~0), let us return one step bakward andwrite juk(t)j22!k Æ(~0) = Z d~k 0(2�)3 Æ(~k � ~k 0) e�i~y�(~k� ~k 0) u�k(t)p2!k uk 0(t)p2!k0 d~y= juk(t)j22!k Z d~y(2�)3 = juk(t)j22!k V(2�)3 :Besides, as was explained above,ha+(~k)a(~k)ith = Ne!k=T � 1 ; N = V(2�)3 :Therefore, (36) takes the formG(~x; t) = Z d~k(2�)3 12!k juk(t)j2 oth�!k2T � ei~k�~x :After the quenh T � 0 and hene oth �!k2T � � 1. To study the growth ofdomains, one should subtrat the ontributions that were already presentbefore the quenh [47℄~G(~x; t) = G(~x; t)�G(~x; 0) = Z d~k(2�)3 12!k �juk(t)j2 � 1� ei~k�~x :But (33) and (34) implyjuk(t)j2 = 12 �1 + !2k�2k� osh (2�kt) + 12 �1� !2k�2k� :



4040 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. SilagadzeTherefore, the ontribution of unstable modes in the domain growth is on-trolled by~G(~x; t) = 12 Z d~k(2�)3 12!k �1 + !2k�2k� [osh (2�kt)� 1℄ ei~k�~x= 14�2r2 mfZ0 (kr) sin (kr) 1!k �1 + !2k�2k� sinh2 (�kt) dk ; (37)where r = j~xj and k = j~kj. We are interested in the large t asymptote ofthis funtion. Then sinh2 (�kt)! e2�ktand ~G(~x; t)! m2i +m2f16�2r2 mfZ0 dk sin (kr)!k�2k eg(k) ;where g(k) = 2�kt+ ln (kr) :Note that g(k) has a maximum at k0 �qmf2t andg00(k0) � � 4tmf :Therefore g(k) � g(k0)� 2tmf (k � k0)2and for large t the funtion eg(k) has a very sharp peak at k = k0. Near thispoint (!k�2k)�1 is a slowly varying funtion. Therefore~G(~x; t)! k016�2r m2i +m2fmim2f e2mf t I; I = mfZ0 dk e� 2tmf (k�k0)2 sin (kr) ;where we have used1!k0�2k0 � 1mim2f ; g(k0) � 2mf t+ ln (k0r) :The remaining integralI � 1Z�1 dk e� (k�k0)2 sin (kr) =r� sin (k0r) e� r24 ;  = 2tmf :



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4041As we an see [47, 48℄~G(~x; t) � ~G(~0; t) sin (k0r)k0r e�mfr28t :Therefore, the domain size grows with time, aording to the Cahn�Allensaling relation [48, 49℄ LD(t) =s 8tmf : (38)Remembering our estimate (31) for the rolling-down time and taking a meanvalue of (23) as an estimate for m2f : m2f = 12�sv2; we getLD = 1vr 8b�sv2 � 1:4 fmr bv2 : (39)Assuming Gaussian initial �utuations of the �elds and of their derivatives,it an be shown [46℄ that the probability of the initial strength b of theaxial-vetor urrent to be large is exponentially suppressed. Therefore, ourestimate (39) shows that typially DCC domains are quite small, unless b islarge enough in some rare oasions. One onludes that �formation of anobservable DCC is likely to be a rather natural but rare phenomenon� [50℄.To lose this setion, let us indiate some review artiles about the DCCphenomenon [40, 42, 50, 51℄, where an interested reader an �nd further dis-ussions and referenes to the original literature, whih is quite numerous.4. DCC at a photon olliderUsually DCC formation is onsidered in the ontext of heavy ion orhadron�hadron ollisions. We see no reason why gamma�gamma ollisionshave to be disriminated in this respet. The basi interation for the pho-ton is of ourse an eletromagneti interation with harged partiles, andto lowest order in � the photon appears as a point-like partile in its inter-ations. However, aording to quantum �eld theory, the photon may �u-tuate into a virtual harged fermion�antifermion pair. In this way stronginterations ome into play through quark�antiquark �utuations. Whilethe high-virtuality part of suh quark�antiquark �utuations an be alu-lated perturbatively, the low-virtuality part annot. The latter is usuallydesribed phenomenologially by a sum over low-mass vetor-meson states� the Vetor Meson Dominane (VMD) ansatz. Therefore, the e�etivephoton state vetor has the form [52, 53℄ji =pZ3jbarei+XV V jV i+Xq qjq�qi+Xl ljl+l�i ; (40)



4042 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. Silagadzewhere [52℄2V = 4��f2V ; f2�4� � 2:2 ; f2!4� � 23:6 ; f2�4� � 18:4 ; fJ=	4� � 11:5 :The oe�ients of the perturbative jq�qi part depend on the sale � at thatthe photon is probed. Namely [52℄2q = ��e2q ln �2k20 ;where jeqj = 13 ; 23 is the quark harge and k0 is an unphysial parameterseparating the low- and high-virtuality parts of the quark�antiquark �utu-ations.The last term in (40) desribes �utuations into lepton pairs and is unin-teresting inasmuh as the hadroni �nal state is onerned. The oe�ientof the �rst bare-photon term is given byZ3 = 1�XV 2V �Xq 2q �Xl 2land is lose to unity.Therefore, for some fration of time the photon behaves like a hadron.This fration is quite small, about 1=400 [54℄, but for hadroni �nal statesthis smallness is overompensated by the fat that in its hadron faet thephoton experienes strong interations.Aording to (40), one has six di�erent types of possible interations inthe high-energy photon�photon ollisions [52℄:� Both photons turn into hadrons (vetor mesons) and the partons ofthese hadrons interat with eah other.� One photon turns into a hadron and its partons interat with thequark�antiquark �utuation of another photon.� Both photons �utuate perturbatively into quark�antiquark pairs andsubsequently these �utuations interat with eah other.� A bare photon interats with the partons of the hadron whih anotherphoton was turned into.� A bare photon interats with the quark�antiquark �utuation of an-other photon.� Bare photons interat diretly in a hard proess.



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4043In fat, in the total hadroni ross setions, the �rst two event lasses dom-inate, the bulk of the ontribution oming from the �0�0 omponent of the�rst lass [52℄. Therefore, high-energy photon�photon ollisions are verymuh similar to the hadron�hadron ollisions, and if DCC an be formedin the latter ase, it will be formed also in the former ase. Of ourse, thephoton�photon ross setion is strongly redued ompared to the hadron�hadron ross setions (about 105 times). However, it is not improbablethat a great deal of this smallness is overome by somewhat more favorableonditions for the DCC formation in the gamma�gamma ollisions than inthe proton�(anti)proton ollisions. The argument goes as follows. As hasbeen mentioned above, for boost-invariant initial onditions, when the �elddepends only on the proper time � = pt2 � x2, the d'Alembertian equals2 = 1� dd� �� dd�� = d2d�2 + 1� dd� :The seond term desribes the derease of energy in a ovolume due tolongitudinal expansion and brings an e�etive �frition�, whih is neessaryfor quenhing, into the equation of motion [46, 55℄. The transverse (D = 2)and spherial (D = 3) expansions an be modeled analogously if one assumesthat the �eld depends only on � =st2 � DPi=1x2i . Then2 = d2d�2 + D� dd� :Therefore, the larger is D the more e�ient is the quenhing and the spher-ial expansion seems to be the most favorable for pion zero mode ampli-�ation [55, 56℄. This simple observation is on�rmed by a more detailedstudy [56℄. However, to organize an isotropially expanding �reball is not atrivial task even in head-on hadron�hadron ollisions. Constituent quarksinside hadrons beome �blak� at high energies, and for the projetile rem-nants not to spoil the isotropi expansion, one may wait for a rare eventwhen these blak disks inside the projetiles are aligned [57℄. The probabil-ity that all six onstituents are aligned in olliding protons during a head-onollision is p1 � � r2qr2p�5, while the analogous probability for the four on-stituents of �0�0 ollisions is p2 � � r2qr2��3. Taking rq � 12r� � 13rp, we getp2=p1 � 103. Therefore, photon�photon ollisions seem to be more favorablein this respet.Even if the �right� �reball is prepared, the odds of the large DCC do-main formation are usually small. In [55℄ this probability was found to be



4044 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. Silagadzeabout 10�3. Remember that our preeding onsiderations indiate that oneneeds large initial strength of the axial-vetor SU(2)-urrent. In gamma�gamma ollisions this initial strength is expeted to be enhaned due tohiral anomaly e�ets, analogous to what was onsidered in [58℄ for heavy-ion ollisions. The e�ets of hiral anomaly an be inorporated in the linearsigma model by adding the following interation LagrangianLanom: = �4�f� �0�����F ��F �� = ��f� �0 ~E � ~H :Under SUA(2) transformations (15), we haveÆLanom: = ��f� ~E � ~H � �3 :Therefore, aording to the Gell-Mann�Levi equation (we neglet expliitsymmetry breaking):��J35�(x) = � �(ÆL)��3(x) = � ��f� ~E � ~H �and the axial-vetor urrent is no longer onserved even in the limit of zeroquark masses. As a result, eletromagneti �elds an lead to the enhane-ment of the axial-vetor urrent strength in the �0-diretion. The orre-sponding indued strength equalsb3 = � ��f� Z ~E(�) � ~H(�) �(�) �d�: (41)As was shown in [58℄, the expeted e�ets are small in relativisti heavy-ionollisions, but nevertheless this initial small �kik� an have substantial e�eton the DCC formation. Unfortunately we an not use (41) to estimate howbig is the kik in gamma�gamma ollisions � the appliation of the sigmamodel makes sense only after some time after the ollision, while the e�etsof the hiral anomaly on the b3 magnitude are on�ned to the �rst instantsof the ollision.It was suggested [59,60℄ that in hadron�hadron ollisions DCC ould beformed through the �Baked Alaska� senario. However, as we have men-tioned above, the onsiderable part of the  ! hadrons ross setion is dueto the �0�0 mehanism. Therefore, the Baked Alaska model should work forgamma�gamma ollisions too. So let us take a loser look at it.Normally Baked Alaska is a delightful dessert where ie ream is overedby meringue and then baked very quikly in a hot oven without meltingthe ie ream (you an �nd the reipe in the appendix. Try it and enjoy).



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4045In physis ontext, however, this term �rstly appeared as denoting a modelfor nuleation of the B phase of super�uid 3He inside the superooled Aphase [61�63℄. The surfae tension at the boundary between the A and Bphases is anomalously large. Therefore usual small bubbles of the B phase,reated inside the A phase by thermal �utuations, are energetially notpro�table. Hene, they shrink and vanish. Only for a very large bubble thevolume energy gain overomes the surfae energy and the bubble begins togrow. However, it is virtually impossible to reate suh a giganti ritialbubble by thermal �utuations. The experiment, nevertheless, disovered ahigh enough nuleation rate. To explain the puzzle, Leggett suggested thatthe nuleation was assisted by osmi rays [61℄. Seondary eletrons fromthe passage of a osmi-ray muon through the liquid reate hot spots in 3Heby depositing several hundred eV energy in small volumes. Inside suh a��reball� the Cooper pairs of the 3He atoms are broken and, therefore, thenormal, Fermi-liquid phase of the 3He is restored. Yet, the �reball expandsquikly and beomes a �Baked Alaska�: a old ore surrounded by a hot,thin shell of normal �uid. There is some probability that after the ore isooled below the super�uidity phase transition temperature, it �nds itselfin the B phase. This B phase ore an expand to larger than the ritialradius beause for some time it is shielded from the A phase bulk by theexpanding hot shell, thereby eliminating surfae energy prie of the A�Bboundary layer. When the shielding shell �nally disappears, the B phasebubble is larger than the ritial one and, therefore, expands further until it�lls the whole vessel.Let us return to Baked Alaskas produed by high-energy gamma�gammaollisions. Suppose DCC is formed inside the Baked Alaska ore with themisalignment angle �. That is inside the DCC region one hash�iDCC = f� os �; h~�iDCC = f� sin � ~n;~n being a unit vetor in isospin spae. Outside the �reball one has thenormal vauum: h�i = f�; h~�i = 0:Finally, when the shielding shell of hot hadroni matter disappears, theDCC relaxes to this outside normal vauum by emitting oherent low energypions. Hadronization of the shell also produes mainly pions and, therefore,generates a bakground to the DCC signal. Simple onsiderations allow oneto estimate the numbers of the DCC and bakground pions [60℄. Energydensity in the DCC region is higher than in the normal vauum beause ofthe symmetry breaking term VSB = �H�. The di�erene is��V = �Hh�iDCC +Hh�i = Hf�(1� os �) = 2f2�m2� sin2 �2 :



4046 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. SilagadzeTherefore, the total volume energy available for pion radiation from theDCC deay is EV = 8�3 R3f2�m2� sin2 �2 ;where R is the �reball radius at the moment of hadronization. However,pions radiated from the DCC are nonrelativisti (in the DCC rest frame).Therefore, the expeted average number of suh pions is (we have assumedthat hsin2 �2i = 12 ) NV � EVm� = 4�3 R3f2�m� : (42)One an assume [60℄ that at the moment of hadronization the shell onsistsof one densely paked layer of pions, eah having the radius r� � 12m�1� �0:7 fm. Therefore, the number of bakground pions from the �reball shell isNb � 4R2r2� : (43)For a large DCC bubble of the radius R � 10r� � 7 fm, the above givenestimates imply NV � 4�3 125� f�m��2 � 250 ; Nb � 400 :There will also be oherent pions assoiated with the surfae energy of theinterfae between the DCC and outside vauum. The energy density in theinterfae is dominated by the ontribution due to gradients of the �elds. Ifone assumes that the interfae thikness is the same as for the hadronizedshell, that is d � 2r� � m�1� ; then�S � 12 �(�~�)2 + (��)2� � f2�2d2 �sin2 � + (1� os �)2� = 2f2�d2 sin2 �2 :The orresponding total average energy is thusES � 4� R2 d h�Si � 4� R2 f2�m�:Pions originated from the surfae layer of thikness d will have harateristimomenta p� � 1=d � m� and energy E� =pp2� +m2� � p2m�. Thereforethe expeted average number of surfae pions isNS � ESE� � 2p2�R2 f2� � 50p2�� f�m��2 � 105 :



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4047As we an see, the DCC signal from suh a large single domain is quiteprominent. This beomes espeially evident if one realizes that there is alarge probability, � 10%, that almost all of these 250 nonrelativisti signalpions are harged ones, with only a few neutral pion admixture. The prob-ability that suh a huge isospin-violating �utuation happens in the bak-ground pions is, of ourse, ompletely negligible. This striking feature of theDCC signal follows from the following simple geometrial argument [64℄ (theinverse-square-root distribution, disussed below, was independently redis-overed many times by di�erent authors. See [40℄ for relevant referenes).Let the pion �eld in a single DCC domain be aligned along a �xed isospindiretion ~n = (sin � os�; sin � sin�; os �). Classially the radiation is pro-portional to the square of the �eld strength. Therefore the fration of neutralpions f , emitted during relaxation of suh a DCC domain, equalsf = j�3j23Pa=1 j�aj2 = os2 � : (44)The probability for f to be in the interval (f; f + df) is given byP (f)df = [P (os �) + P (� os �)℄ d os � : (45)Any orientation of the unit vetor ~n is equally valid. Therefore the proba-bility P (os �)d os � for �nding os � in the interval (os �; os � + d os �)equals 14� os �+d os �Zos � d os � 2�Z0 d� = 12 d os � :This implies P (os �) = 12 . Therefore, from (45) the probability density forthe neutral fration f is P (f) = d os �df ;while from (44) df = 2 os � d os � = 2pf d os �, and we �nally obtainP (f) = 12pf : (46)This inverse-square-root distribution is drastially di�erent from what isexpeted for nonoherent pion prodution: the binomial-distribution whihfor large pion multipliities N turns into a narrow Gaussian entered atf = 13 : Pn(f) = CNfN �13�Nf �23�N(1�f) �! 3N2p� e� 9N(f� 13)24 :



4048 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. SilagadzeFor example, the probability that f does not exeeds 0:01 aording to (46)equals P (f � 0:01) = 0:01Z0 df2pf = p0:01 = 10% ! ! ;while the binomial-distribution preditsP (f � 0:01) = 0:01Z0 Pn(f) df � 0:01 3N2p� e�N4 � 1 ; for N � 1 :However, as we have seen above, it is not easy to produe large DCC do-main. For many small DCC domains, with random vauum orientations, thee�et of the inverse-square-root distribution will be washed out by averagingover the orientations (it was, however, argued in [65℄ that the later ase ofsmall DCC domains may lead to enhaned baryon�antibaryon produtionwithin the framework of the Skyrmion piture of the nuleon). The intuitivereason why it is di�ult to grow up a large DCC bubble is the following.Up to now the only mehanism disussed by us for the DCC formation, wasthe spinodal instability whih operates when the �elds are rolling-down fromthe top of the Mexian hat potential towards the valley. But this rolling-down time is small unless the initial strength of the axial-vetor urrent islarge (see Eq. (31)). Fortunately, there exists a parametri resonane meh-anism [66℄ whih an further assist the DCC formation, after the spinodalinstability is over. To illustrate the physial idea, let us again return to theBlaizot�Krzywiki model [46℄ with boost-invariant initial onditions. Theequation of motion for the pion �eld is2~� = ��s ��2 + ~�2 � v2�~� (47)with 2 = d2d�2 + 1� dd� :At later times the �elds are near the true vauum. So we assume� � f�; ~� = �(�)~n :The above pioni �eld desribes a (small) disoriented hiral ondensatealigned along a �xed unit vetor ~n in isospae � the result of preedingspinodal instability. If we neglet nonlinear terms, we get in the zerothapproximation (note that �s �f2� � v2� = m2� )��(0)(�) + _�(0)(�)� +m2� �(0)(�) = 0 : (48)



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4049This equation is equivalent to the Bessel equation and its general solution is alinear ombination of the Bessel funtions J0(m��) and Y0(m��). Thereforein the large � limit one expets damped osillations�(0)(�) = Ap� os (m�� + ') ;with A and ' as some onstants. Now onsider a �utuation (in the ~n-diretion) �(1)(�) around the zero-mode �(0)(�): �(�) = �(0)(�) + �(1)(�).Keeping only the terms linear in �(1)(�) we get from (47) and (48)��(1)(�) + _�(1)(�)� +m2� �(1)(�) = �3�s�(0) 2(�)�(1)(�) ;or (we have negleted unimportant 3�sA22� �(1)(�) term)��(1)(�) + _�(1)(�)� + !20 h1 + q� os (!� + 2')i�(1)(�) = 0;where !0 = m�, ! = 2m� and q = 3�sA22m2� . Therefore, one expets a para-metri resonane beause ! = 2!0.For more general initial onditions, parametri instabilities are expetedfor the low momentum pion modes [67℄. The energy of the �-�eld osillationsaround � = f� an also be pumped into pioni modes through the parametriresonane [66, 68℄. In this ase, naively only modes with k �qm2�4 �m2� �270 MeV an be ampli�ed, beause osillation frequeny in the �-diretionis m� = 600 MeV. However, the energy an be redistributed in the longwavelength modes due to nonlinearity.An interesting example of the parametri instability is Faraday waves [69℄� surfae waves parametrially exited in a vertially vibrating ontainerof �uid when the vibration amplitude exeeds a ertain threshold. Theresulting standing waves on the �uid surfae an form funny intriate pat-terns [70℄. Even a more loser analog is given by the indution phenomenonin quarti Fermi�Pasta�Ulam (FPU) hains [71℄ : the energy, initially sup-plied to a single harmoni mode, remains in this mode over a ertain period,alled the indution time, when it is abruptly transferred to other harmonimodes. The original explanation [71℄ involves nonlinear parametri instabil-ities similar to the one desribed above. It should be mentioned, however,that our above arguments, in favor of the exponential growth of �utuationsdue to the parametri resonane, are heuristi. A naive perturbation theory,impliit in these arguments, is not adequate for suh nonlinear problems. Inthe ase of the FPU hains, it was argued that a more orret treatment



4050 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. Silagadzewas provided by shifted-frequeny perturbation theory [72℄ or by Krylov�Bogoliubov�Mitropolsky averaging tehnique [73℄. We are not aware of sim-ilar studies in the ontext of DCC dynamis, but the reality of parametriinstabilities is indiretly on�rmed by numerial studies [34, 74℄: the ob-served ampli�ation of long-wavelength pioni modes last muh longer thanexpeted solely from the spinodal instabilities. Besides, the ampli�ation ofpioni modes with k � 270 MeV was learly demonstrated.5. Quantum state of the disoriented hiral ondensateThe eventual deay of the DCC is a quantum proess, beause one regis-ters pions and not the lassial �eld. Therefore, the natural question aboutthe DCC quantum state j�iDCC arises. The usual way of quantizing somelassial �eld on�guration is to use oherent states whih are eigenstates ofthe annihilation operator [75℄ a j�i = � j�i : (49)Deomposing j�i = 1Xn=0 njni ; jni = (a+)npn! j0iand using ajni = pn jn�1i, we get from (49) the reurrent relation pnn =� n�1. Therefore n = �n0pn!and j�i = 0 exp (�a+) j0i :However, h�j�i =Xn h�jnihnj�i =Xn jnj2 = j0j2 exp (���) ;and, therefore, the normalization ondition h�j�i = 1 determines 0 up to aphase. Finally j�i = exp�����2 + �a+� j0i : (50)The generalization of this onstrution to the DCC lassial �eld on�gura-tion f(~x) is [76℄ (the isospin indies are suppressed)



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4051j�iDCC = exp��12 Z d~kf�(~k)f(~k) + Z d~kf(~k)a+(~k)� j0i ; (51)where f(~k) is the Fourier transform of the DCC lassial �eld.However, it was argued [77,78℄ that the quantum state of the disorientedhiral ondensate is expeted to be a squeezed state [79℄, if the parametriampli�ation mehanism, disussed above, indeed plays a ruial role in theDCC formation. To explain why, let us onsider a one-dimensional, unitmass, quantum parametri osillator with the HamiltonianĤ(t) = 12 �p̂2 + !2(t) x̂2� ;where the p̂ and x̂ operators are time-independent in the Shrödinger pitureand obey the anonial ommutation relation (~ = 1):[x̂; p̂℄ = i :Quantum state vetor j i of this osillator is determined by the Shrödingerequation i ��t j i = Ĥ(t) j i : (52)Lewis and Riesenfeld gave [80℄ a general method of solving the Shrödingerequation by using expliitly time-dependent invariants whih are solutionsof the quantum Lieuville�Neumann equation�Î�t + i[Ĥ; Î℄ = 0 : (53)It turns out that the eigenstates of suh a Hermitian invariant Î(t) are justthe desired solutions of the Shrödinger equation up to some time-dependentphase fator. Let us demonstrate this remarkable fat [80℄ . The eigenvaluesof the Hermitian operator Î(t) are real. Therefore, from (53) one easily getsih�0j �Î�t j�i = (�� �0)h�0jĤ(t)j�i ; (54)where j�i is an eigenvetor of the operator Î(t) with the eigenvalue �:Î(t) j�i = � j�i : (55)In partiular h�j �Î�t j�i = 0 : (56)



4052 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. SilagadzeBy di�erentiating (55) with respet to time and taking the salar produtwith j�0i, we geth�0j �Î�t j�i = (�� �0)h�0j ��t j�i+ Æ��0 ���t : (57)For � = �0, we get from (57) and (56)���t = 0 :That is the eigenvalues of the operator Î(t) are time-independent (as itshould be for the invariant operator). From (57) and (54) one gets(�� �0)h�0j i ��t j�i = (�� �0)h�0jĤ(t)j�iand, therefore h�0j i ��t j�i = h�0jĤ(t)j�i ; if �0 6= � : (58)If (58) is also satis�ed for the diagonal matrix elements (� = �0), then wean immediately dedue that j�i is a solution of the Shrödinger equation.But this may not be the ase for our partiular hoie of eigenvetors. Nev-ertheless, in this ase we an still adjust the phases of the eigenvetors insuh a way that the new eigenstatesj�i0 = ei��(t) j�i ; ��(0) = 0 ;insure the validity of (58) for all �; �0. All what is needed is to hoose thetime-dependent phases ��(t) in suh a way that one hash�j e�i�� �i ��t� ei�� j�i = h�jĤ(t)j�i ;or d��dt = h�j i ��t � Ĥ(t) j�i :Therefore ��(t) = tZ0 h�j i ��� � Ĥ(�) j�i d� :To summarize, we an take any set j�i of the eigenstates of the invariantoperator Î(t) and express the general solution of the Shrödinger equation(52) as a linear ombination



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4053j i =X� C� exp8<:i tZ0 h�j i ��� � Ĥ(�) j�i d�9=; j�i ; (59)with some time-independent oe�ients C�.To �nd the invariant Î(t), let us �rstly onstrut its lassial ounterpartI(t) by the simple and transparent method of Eliezer and Gray [81℄. Theequation of motion �x+ !2(t)x = 0an be viewed as the x-projetion of a two-dimensional auxiliary motiongoverned by the equation �~r + !2(t)~r = 0 ; (60)where ~r = x~i+ y~j. In the polar oordinatesx = � os'; y = � sin' ;and �~r = ���� � _'2�~e� + (� �'+ 2 _� _')~e' ;where the unit basi vetors are~e� = os'~i+ sin'~j; ~e' = � sin'~i+ os'~j :Therefore, (60) in the polar oordinates takes the form��� � _'2 + !2(t)� = 0; � �'+ 2 _� _' = 1� d(�2 _')dt = 0 :The seond equation implies �2 _' = L = onst:This is nothing but the onservation of the angular momentum for the aux-iliary planar motion, when the �rst equation an be rewritten as��+ !2(t)� = L2�3 :Let us now remark that (for unit mass)p = _x = _� os'� � _' sin' = _�x� L sin'� :



4054 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. SilagadzeTherefore, L sin' = _�x� �p ; L os' = L� x ;and L2�2 x2 + (�p� _�x)2 = L2 = onst:The Ermakov�Lewis invariant [82, 83℄ orresponds to the partiular asewhen the angular momentum L has a unit valueI(t) = 12 �x2�2 + (�p� _�x)2� :It is straightforward to hek that its quantum ounterpartÎ(t) = 12 � x̂2�2 + (�p̂� _�x̂)2� (61)obeys the quantum Lieuville�Neumann equation (53) if the auxiliary fun-tion �(t) satis�es the Ermakov�Milne�Pinney equation [84℄��+ !2(t)� = 1�3 : (62)To �nd eigenvetors of the operator Î(t), let us note thatÎ(t) = b+(t)b(t) + 12 ; (63)where we have introdued time-dependent �reation� and �annihilation� op-eratorsb(t) = 1p2 � x̂� + i(� p̂� _� x̂)� ; b+(t) = 1p2 � x̂� � i(� p̂� _� x̂)� : (64)It an be immediately heked that one indeed has the anonial ommuta-tion relation [b(t); b+(t)℄ = 1 : (65)Equations (63) and (65) indiate that the eigenvetors of Î(t) are b-numberstates jn; bi = (b+(t))npn! j0; bi ; (66)where the b-vauum state is de�ned by the onditionb(t) j0; bi = 0 : (67)



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4055Using these eigenvetors, one an onstrut the solution of the Shrödingerequation, as desribed above. In the DCC ase, however, it is preferable toexpress the quantum state vetor in terms of the pion reation and annihila-tion operators a+; a. So we need a relation between two sets of the reation�annihilation operators a+; a and b+; b (the Bogoliubov transformation). Thepioni modes orrespond to the late time asymptotes !(t) ! !(1) = !0.The solution of the Ermakov�Milne�Pinney equation for !(t) = !0 = onstis � = 1p!0 :Therefore, the �pioni� reation�annihilation operators have the standardform a = 1p2!0 [!0 x̂+ ip̂℄ ; a+ = 1p2!0 [!0 x̂� ip̂℄ : (68)The omparison of (68) and (64) gives the desired Bogoliubov transformationb(t) = �(t) a + ��(t) a+; b+(t) = �(t) a+ ��(t) a+; (69)where �(t) = 12p!0 � 1�(t) + !0 �(t)� i _�(t)� ;�(t) = 12p!0 � 1�(t) � !0 �(t) + i _�(t)� : (70)It an be heked that j�(t)j2 � j�(t)j2 = 1 :Therefore, up to an irrelevant ommon phase, we an take�(t) = osh r(t) ; �(t) = eiÆ(t) sinh r(t) : (71)The Bogoliubov transformation (69) an be viewed as an unitary transfor-mation b = Ŝ(z) a Ŝ+(z) ; b+ = Ŝ(z) a+ Ŝ+(z) ; (72)where Ŝ(z) is the so-alled squeezing operator [79℄Ŝ(z) = exp �12 �z a+a+ � z� aa�� ; z = r ei(Æ+�) : (73)Indeed, using the Campbell�Hausdorf formulaeB̂Âe�B̂ = Â+ [B̂; Â℄ + 12! [B̂; [B̂; Â℄℄ + 13! [B̂; [B̂; [B̂; Â℄℄℄ + : : :



4056 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. Silagadzeand summing up the resulting in�nite series, one an hek that (72) and(69) are equivalent, if � and � are given by (71).Therefore, the DCC quantum state is expeted to have the formj�iDCC = Ŝ(z)j	0i ;where j	0i is the DCC initial state before the onset of the parametri am-pli�ation. If j	0i is a oherent state, then the resulting j�iDCC state will bethe one alled the squeezed state [79℄. The atual parameters of this state(for example z) are determined by the initial onditions and are hard (if notimpossible) to estimate from the theory alone.Let us now reall the isospin, for a moment. The isospin generators are~I = Z ~�(x)� _~�(x) d~x :The lassial pion �eld ~� of the DCC points in some �xed diretion, ~n in theisospae. If its time derivative _~� also points in the same diretion then ~I = 0and we will have an isosinglet state. One an expet suh a situation in ���ollisions (whih dominates in the  ! hadrons ross setion), beause the�vauum leaning� e�et, whih preedes the DCC formation, in this ase ismainly due to two olliding isospin blind gluon walls. It is easy to onstrutan isosinglet squeezed state by just exponentiating the apparently isosalaroperator � 3Xi=1 a+i a+i = 2a++a+� � a+3 a+3 ;where a+� = �1p2(a+1 � ia+2 ) are the harged-pion reation operators. Theresulting squeezed state is [78℄j	i = N expn�2 �2a++a+� � a+3 a+3 �o j0i :Well, this expression does not seem, at �rst glane, to orrespond to theanonial form (73) of the squeezing operator. In fat, it indeed gives asqueezed state. This is lear from the following normal-ordered form of thesqueezing operator [79℄S(rei�) = N exp��2 a+a+� 1Xn=0 (seh r � 1)nn! (a+)n(a)n exp���2 aa� ;(74)where � = ei� tanh r andN = 1posh r = �1� j�j2�1=4 :



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4057What is the probability P (m;n) that j	i deays by produing in total2n pions and among them 2m neutral pions and equal numbers of positivelyand negatively harged pions? Aording to the standard rules of quantummehanis P (m;n) = jhm;nj	ij2;where the normalized state jm;ni is de�ned throughjm;ni = 1p(2m)! 1(n�m)! (a++a+�)(n�m) (a+3 )2m j0i :However, j	i = N 1Xk=0 (�=2)kk! �2a++a+� � a+3 a+3 �k j0i= N 1Xk=0 (�=2)kk! kXl=0 C lk 2k�lp(2l)! (l � k)! jl; ki :Therefore,P (m;n) = ����N (�=2)nn! Cmn 2n�mp(2m)! (n�m)!����2 = N2 j�j2n (2m)!(m! 2m)2 :One an prove by indution in n thatnXm=0 (2m)!(m! 2m)2 = (2n+ 1)!(n! 2n)2 :This enables one to express P (m;n) as a produt of two probabilities:P (m;n) = P1(n)P2(m;n) ;where P1(n) is the probability that one will �nd the total number of 2npions after the state j	i deaysP1(n) = N2 j�j2n (2n+ 1)!(n! 2n)2 :Note that1Xn=0 (2n+ 1)!(n! 2n)2 j�j2n = 1+32 j�j2+3 � 52 � 4 j�j4+3 � 5 � 72 � 4 � 6 j�j6+� � � = (1�j�j2)�3=2 :



4058 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. SilagadzeTherefore, the normalization oe�ient N should be N = (1� j�j2)3=4, andthis is exatly what is expeted from (74) for the produt of three properlynormalized single-mode squeezed states of Cartesian pions.More interesting for us is the seond fator, P2(m;n), the probabilitythat one �nds 2m neutral pions in suh a 2n-pion �nal state [60, 85℄:P2(m;n) = (n! 2n)2(2n+ 1)! (2m)!(m! 2m)2 :In fat, P2(m;n) is a partiular ase of the Polyá distribution [86℄. If m andn are both large, one an use the Stirling formulan! � �ne�n p2�nto get P (m;n) � 12n 1pmn :Therefore the same inverse-square-root distribution (46) is reovered in theontinuum limit.A few more words about oherent and squeezed states, in order to makethem more familiar. If [Â; B̂℄ is a -number, then [87℄eÂ+B̂ = eÂ eB̂ e� 12 [Â;B̂℄ :Using this theorem, we getexp [� a+ � �� a℄ = exp ��12�� �� exp (� a+) exp (��� a) :But exp (��� a) j0i = j0i. Therefore, the oherent state j�i an be generatedby the unitary displaement operator: j�i = D̂(�) j0i, whereD̂(�) = exp [�a+ � �� a℄ : (75)Now let us onsider the ground state for a harmoni osillator (we haveabandoned the unit mass restrition but will still keep ~ = 1):	0(x) � hxj0i = �2��20��1=4 exp"�� x2�0�2# ; �20 = 12m! ;and alulate the e�et of the displaement operator on it. For the harmoniosillator a = 1p2m! [m! x̂+ i p̂℄ ; a+ = 1p2m! [m! x̂� i p̂℄ :



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4059Hene, � a+ � �� a = ip0 x̂� ix0 p̂ ;where x0 =r 2m! Re� ; p0 = p2m! Im� :In the oordinate representation p̂ = �i ��x ; therefore ,	s(x) � hxj�i = exp �ip0x� x0 ��x�	0(x)= �2��20��1=4 exp"��x� x02�0 �2 + ip0x� i x0 p02 # :As we see, for harmoni osillator, the oherent state is a Gaussian whihis displaed from the origin by x0. It has the ground state width �0 anda phase linearly dependent on the position x. Shrödinger disovered [88℄suh a state as early as 1926 while seeking �unspreading wave pakets�.What about the squeezed vauum state 	s0 = Ŝ(z)	0? Note that (forsimpliity we will take z = r to be real)a+a+ � aa = �i(x̂ p̂+ p̂ x̂ ):Then �ir2 [x̂ p̂+ p̂ x̂; x̂℄ = �rx̂; �ir2 [x̂ p̂+ p̂ x̂; p̂℄ = rp̂;and the Campbell�Hausdorf formula will giveŜ(r) x̂ Ŝ+(r) = e�r x̂; Ŝ(r) p̂ Ŝ+(r) = er p̂:ThereforeŜ(r) Ĥ Ŝ+(r) = e2rp̂22m + m!2e�2rx̂22 = � 12m �2�(e�rx)2 + m!22 (e�rx)2;and omparing the equations whih 	s0 and 	0 are satisfyingŜ(r) Ĥ Ŝ+(r)	s0 = !2 	s0 ; Ĥ 	0 = !2 	0 ;we onlude that	s0(x) = 	0(e�rx) = �2��20��1=4 exp"�� x2er�0�2#:



4060 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. SilagadzeIn a more general ase, the squeezed state 	ss = D̂(�)Ŝ(r)	0 is a Gaussian	ss(x) = �2��20��1=4 exp"��x� x02� �2 + ip0x� i x0 p02 #;where � = er�0 :Therefore, the squeezed state di�ers from the oherent state only by squeez-ing in (if er < 1), or squeezing out (if er > 1) the width of the ground stateGaussian. The momentum-spae wave funtion is squeezed oppositely.For further disussion see [79,89℄. Let us note that squeezed states werealso disovered long ago (in 1927) by Kennard [87℄. Both the Shrödingerand Kennard works had little impat, and both oherent and squeezedstates, whih are now ornerstones of quantum optis, were redisoveredafter deades. As Nieto remarks, �To be popular in physis you have toeither be good or luky. Sometimes it is better to be luky. But if you aregoing to be good, perhaps you should not be too good�.As the last, but not the least, question of this setion, let us ask whethera quantum state of the disordered hiral ondensate j�iDCC may be pro-dued without any intermediate phase transitions altogether, through thequantum reation   ! j�iDCC. The funtional integral methods and sta-tionary phase approximation (semilassial approximation) are natural toolsto study the sattering amplitudes between initial wave paket states andertain �nal oherent states [90, 91℄. In this artile we are not really inter-ested in atual alulations of this type. Our aim at the beginning is morehumble � to provide some arguments that suh a quantum transition isindeed possible and interesting. So we will onsider an oversimpli�ed toymodel with the (seond quantized) HamiltonianĤ = ! a+a+ 2! b+b+ g (ba+a+ + b+aa);with 2! = m�. Here the b-mode mimis neutral pions, a-mode � photons,and the interation term with g = �m2�� f� imitates the �0 interation due toaxial anomaly. Suh Hamiltonians are used in quantum optis to study theseond-harmoni generation [92, 93℄. We further assume that all availableinitial energy, ps, is aumulated in the a-mode. That is, the assumedinitial a-mode oupany is Na = ps! = 2psm� :It an be easily heked that [Ĥ0; Ĥint℄ = 0, whereĤ0 = ! a+a+ 2! b+b; Ĥint = g (ba+a+ + b+aa) :



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4061This means that both Ĥ0 and Ĥint are onstants of motion. We an simplyforget about Ĥ0, beause it just gives an irrelevant ommon phase fatorexp (iNa!t) in the evolution operator. Hene the nontrivial part of theinitial-state evolution is given by the relationj	(t)i = eiĤintt jNa; 0i :However, Na � 1; therefore, as far as the b-mode initial development isonerned, we an replae the a and a+ operators in Ĥint by the -numbers� and ��, at that j�j2 = Na. In this approximationj	(t)i = e� b+��� b j0i ; � = ig �2 t : (76)As we see, a oherent state of b-quanta is being formed. The mean numberof quanta in this state grows with time (until the approximation onsideredbreaks down) as follows: Nb = j�j2 = (gNat)2 : (77)To estimate the terminal time, let us note that the variane of the numberof quanta in the oherent state (76) also equals j�j2 (see, for example, [89℄).Therefore, the development time for the oherent state (76) an be estimatedfrom the energy�time unertainty relationpNbm�t � 1 :Using this estimation, we �nally get from (77) the relationps = �Nb2� f� :Therefore, for example, Nb � 100 implies ps � 2 TeV.Having in mind a very rude and heuristi nature of our arguments, weadmit that we may easily be wrong by an order of magnitude. Nevertheless,the main indiations of the above exerise that the axial anomaly an lead tothe generation of a pioni oherent state in gamma�gamma ollisions, andthat the e�ient generation requires not fantastially high enter-of-massenergies ertainly seems interesting and deserves further study.6. Conluding remarks�Have no fear of perfetion � you'll never reah it� � Salvador Dali oneremarked. At the end of our enterprise we relutantly realized how true theseond half of this quotation is. Therefore, we abandon an unrealisti dream



4062 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. Silagadzeto produe the perfet review of the disoriented hiral ondensate and try to�nish here. It is important to �nish at right time, is not it? One Ameriangeneral began his talk with the following sentene: �My duty is to speak,and your duty is to listen. And I hope to end my duty before you end yours�.We hope that the reader has not yet end his duty, beause there is one topiwhih should be touhed a little before we �nish.The disoriented hiral ondensate is a very attrative idea, and it hassome solid theoretial support behind it, as we tried to demonstrate above.But are there any experimental indiations in favor of its real existene?In fat there are some exoti osmi ray events, alled Centauros, whereone may suspet the DCC formation. Centauros were disovered in high-mountain emulsion hamber osmi ray experiments [94℄. Typially, thedetetors used in suh experiments onsist of the upper and lower hambersseparated by the arbon target. Eah hamber is a sandwih of the leadabsorber and the sensitive layers. The normal osmi ray event is usuallygenerated by the primary interation at about 500�1000 m altitude abovethe detetor apparatus. About one third of the produts of the primaryinteration are neutral pions. Eah neutral pion deays into two  quanta.Therefore, roughly one  quantum is expeted per a harged partile in theprimary interation. When the interation produts reah the upper ham-ber the numbers of eletroni and photoni seondaries are muh inreasedthrough the eletromagneti shower formation. Therefore, the upper ham-ber usually detets several times more partiles than the lower hamber,beause the eletromagneti omponent is strongly suppressed by the ar-bon layer, leaving mainly the hadroni omponent to be deteted by thelower hamber. A big surprise was the disovery of events with the ontrarysituation. Suh events were named �Centauros� beause it was not possibleto guess their lower parts from the upper ones.The �rst Centauro was observed in 1972 at the Chaaltaya high mountainlaboratory [94℄. It was initiated by the primary interation at a relativelylow altitude, at only (50�15) m above the detetor. Therefore, the event wasvery lean, that is was almost not distorted by eletromagneti and nulearasades in the atmospheri layer above the hambers. After orretingfor the hadron detetion e�ieny and for the in�uene of the seondaryatmospheri interations, the event an be interpreted as the produtionof only one eletromagneti (e=) partile and 74 hadrons with the totalinteration energy � 330 TeV.Afterwards some more Centauros were found. Namely [94℄, the Chaal-taya experiment observed 8 unequivoal Centauros, and two experiments atPamir found 3 and 2 more Centauros. But no lean Centauros were foundin Kanbala and Fuji experiments � the puzzle whih still remains a mys-tery [94℄. However, if the de�nition of Centauro is somewhat relaxed and



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4063all hadron-rih speies are onsidered, then suh Centauro-like anomaliesonstitute about 20% of events with the total visible energy � 100 TeV [94℄,hene they are by no means rare phenomena at suh high energies.Of ourse the DCC formation is a andidate explanation of Centauroevents. However suh explanation is not without di�ulties [94℄. For ex-ample, the large transverse momenta observed in the Centauro events isdi�ult to explain in the DCC senario. It is not also evident that theCentauro hadrons are pions. If they are mostly baryons instead, then analternative explanation may be provided by strangelets [95℄.Let us note, however, that if one takes the DCC explanation of Cen-tauros seriously, some preditions immediately follow. First of all, it mayhappen that the DCC domain is produed in the osmi-ray interationswith signi�ant transverse veloity. In this ase the oherent pions fromthe DCC deay will onstitute �oreless jet� in the laboratory frame, withpions in the jet having small (< 100 MeV) relative transverse momenta [40℄.Interestingly, suh hadron-rih events, alled Chirons, were really observedin both Chaaltaya and Pamir experiments [94℄.If the DCC is aligned along the �0-diretion in isospae, then a partiularanti-Centauro event is expeted with neutral pion fration f lose to unity.For example, one has not very small probability that the neutral pion frationis in the interval 0:99 � f � 1:P (0:99 � f � 1) = 1:0Z0:99 df2pf � 0:5% :No suh anti-Centauro events were observed in the Chaaltaya and Pamirexperiments. However, some anti-Centauros were reported in the Japanese�Amerian JACEE experiment, in whih the emulsion hambers were �ownnear the top of the atmosphere by balloons [94℄. By the way, this experimenthas not seen any Centauro events � another mystery puzzle of this osmiray Centauro business.Of ourse Centauro-like events were searhed in aelerator experiments[94℄. The �rst searhes have been performed by UA1 and UA5 experimentsat CERN even before the DCC idea was suggested. Both experiments foundno Centauro andidates in the entral rapidity region.The estimated average energy of Cosmi-ray Centauro events is about1740 TeV [94℄. If Centauros are formed in nuleon�nuleon ollisions, thisenergy threshold translates into ps � 1:8 TeV in the .m. frame � roughlythe Tevatron energy. This observation maybe explains the failure of UA1 andUA5 experiments, where the maximal available energy was ps � 0:9 TeV,and makes Fermilab experiments more attrative in this respet. However,



4064 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. Silagadzeone has to bear in mind that there is a ruial kinemati di�erene be-tween osmi-ray and ollider experiments [94℄: the osmi-ray experimentsgenerally detet partiles from the fragmentation rapidity region whereasthe ollider experiments are mainly foused on the entral rapidity region.Therefore, the fat of observation of osmi-ray Centauros does not auto-matially guarantee that these beasts an be found in Tevatron experiments.A small test experiment Mini�Max (T-864) [96℄ at Tevatron was speiallydesigned for a searh of DCC in the forward region. The results of this exper-iment [97℄ are onsistent with the generi prodution mehanism and showno evidene of the presene of DCC. Despite this failure to �nd DCC, theMini�Max experiment was an important benhmark. It was demonstratedfor the �rst time that it is possible to work in the very forward region withsevere bakground onditions. Muh was learned in both detetor operationand data analysis whih should prove useful in future more elaborate e�ortsof this kind.Central rapidity region Centauros were searhed in the CDF experimentat Tevatron with negative result [94℄. Another major Tevatron detetor D0is also suitable for suh searhes, as the Monte Carlo study shows [94℄.A serious e�ort to study possible DCC formation in heavy ion ollisionswas undertaken in the CERN SPS �xed target experiment WA98 [98℄. Againno DCC signal was found in the entral 158A GeV Pb + Pb ollisions.A majority of future heavy ion experiments at RHIC and LHC have plansto look for the Centauro phenomena [94℄. The kinemati onditions at whihosmi ray Centauros are produed will be aessible at RHIC. Thereforethe orresponding experiments (PHOBOS, STAR, PHENIX and BRAHMS)are very interesting in light of Centauro investigation. At LHC the energyaessible in Pb+Pb entral ollisions will be muh higher than the expetedthreshold energy for the Centauro prodution. Besides, Pb+Pb ollisions atLHC will produe a very high baryon number density in the forward rapidityregion. To study the novel phenomena expeted in suh high baryohemialpotential environment, the CASTOR detetor, as the part of the ALICEexperiment, was designed [99℄. Its main goal is the Centauro and strangeletsearh in the very forward rapidity region in nuleus�nuleus ollisions.We believe that future photon�photon olliders are also good plaes tolook for the DCC prodution. Some hints were given above that the DCCformation onditions might be even more favorable at photon�photon ollid-ers rather than at proton�proton (or proton�antiproton) olliders. Here wepresent one more argument of this kind whih deals with the very di�erentroles played by gluons in mesons and baryons. Mesons an be onsidered asa quark�antiquark pair onneted by a gluon string (�ux tube). Therefore,the gluon �eld on�guration in mesons is, in some sense, topologially triv-ial. In baryons one has a quite di�erent piture [100�102℄. Aording to the



Vauum Engineering at a Photon Collider? 4065ommon wisdom, baryons are three-quark bound states. In high energy ppor heavy ion ollisions the valene quark distributions in the projetiles willbe signi�antly Lorentz-ontrated beause a typial fration of the proton'smomentum arried by a valene quark is � 1=3. Therefore, one expets thatthe onstituent quarks of the olliding protons will not have enough time tointerat signi�antly during the high-energy ollisions and hene it is di�-ult to stop them. If the baryon number of the projetile is assoiated withtheir valene quarks, whih is the naive expetation, then the ready predi-tion from the above given ollision piture will be that the baryon number�ow should be onentrated at large positive and negative rapidities, with anearly zero net baryon number at entral rapidities. Surprisingly, this is notthe ase supported by experiments. On the ontrary, experiments suggestthat the valene quarks do not arry the proton's baryon number and the�ow of the baryon number an be separated from the �ow of the valenequarks [101,102℄! But then what is the mysterious fourth onstituent of theproton whih traes its baryon number? In QCD the baryon is representedby a gauge invariant, non-loal, olor singlet operator. In fat, the gaugeinvariane onstraint severely restrits the possible forms of suh ompositeoperator, leaving only one possibility (�; �;  are the olor indies, the �avorindies are suppressed for simpliity) :B = ��� hT̂ (x1; x)q(x1)i� hT̂ (x2; x)q(x2)i� hT̂ (x3; x)q(x3)i :Here T̂ (xi; x) is the open string operator (the Wilson line), or parallel trans-porter of the quark �eld q(xi) from the point xi to the point x, wherethe three strings join. This string operator is an analog of the well knownAharonov�Bohm phase in QED and is given by the path-ordered exponentT̂ (xi; x) = P exp0�ig xZxi A� dx�1A; A� = Aa��a2 :Therefore, the gluon strings (�ux tubes) inside a baryon have nontrivialY-shaped topology and one �nds a novel objet there � the string juntion.This string juntion is just the fourth onstituent of the baryon whih traesits baryon number [101℄. The string juntion an be more easily stopped inthe high-energy ollisions, beause, being formed from the soft gluons, it isnot Lorentz-ontrated and always has enough time to interat.Now we have the following piture of the high-energy pp ollisions [101℄:the valene quarks are stripped-o� and produe jets in the fragmentationregions. In some events, one or both of the string juntions are stoppedin the entral rapidity region produing a violent gluon sea ontaining one



4066 E.A. Kuraev, Z.K. Silagadzeor two twists. On the ontrary, no twists are expeted in the gluon seaprodued by high-energy photon�photon (��) ollisions. We believe thatthe latter situation is more favorable for the Baked Alaska senario and,therefore, for the DCC prodution through this mehanism.As a �nal remark, let us note that the DCC formation is just one inter-esting olletive e�et expeted in high-energy ollisions. Other exoti phe-nomena are also worth to be searhed. Let us mention a few: the possibleformation of the pion and eta strings during the hiral phase transition [103℄,reation of the parity and CP violating metastable vauum bubbles [104℄,prodution of QCD Bukyballs � femtometer sale gluon juntion networks(QCD analog of the nanosale arboni Fullerenes) [102℄. Vauum engineer-ing at photon olliders promises to be an exiting adventure and we suspetthat one may enounter �totally unexpeted� new phenomena during suhexploration: �There are more things in Heaven and Earth, Horatio, than aredreamt of in your philosophy� [105℄.We are grateful to Valery Telnov for disussions. Support from INTASgrants 00-00679 and 00-00366 is aknowledged. We are grateful to G.G. San-dukovskaja for help.Appendix: the Baked Alaska reipeHere we reprodue the reipe from [106℄.Ingredients:� 3 egg whites� 1/2 up of sugar� 1 up of really hard, frozen ie ream� 1 big, thik, hard ookie� Baking sheet� Aluminum foil� Hand mixer� A grown up!!
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